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A MACHINE FOR ALL OCCASIONS

SEES YOU THROUGH
With immediate effect our Parts Departments will be
open until 17:30 pm during the summer months
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Quality Used Machinery
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Finance Department
New or Used Machines

Phil Sluggett
Tel: 07787 444114

A SIZE FOR EVERYONE
The Boomer 25 Compact
tractor is the best choice for
estate management, yard
work, garden & maintenance
jobs, its compact size makes it
easy to operate and
manoeuvre around obstacles.
25hp, 3000 Rpm, 3 Cyl

BOOMER 25
COMPACT

The T4.75 has distinctive styling
and a responsive performance. It
has a deluxe VisionView cab,
ergonomic comfort to all operators.
Still in a compact package it also
has an outstanding power-toweight ratio of a mere 30.4kg
which further enhances the fuel
economy
55hp, 1900—2100 Rpm,

T4.75

This small but mighty work horse is
quiet, comfortable & offers the
operator a great view. The controls
have been designed and tested
using the state of the art virtual
reality techniques. Its part of the
clean energy leader group with
responsive power & productive
efficiency.
75hp, Dual Command, 3900 Lift Cap

T5.105 UTILITY

T5.140 DCT

This model is fitted with the new
Dynamic Command 24x24 eight
step semi powershift, it also has
Ground Speed Management 2,
which uses a combination of data
relating to engine load, forward
speed & operator settings to
manage speeds to optimise
performance & economy.
140hp, 5500 Max Lift Cap

T6.180 DCT

T7.210

We can offer you
New Holland’s
full range, so as well
as Tractors
remember they have
an extensive range
of equipment from
Combines,
Foragers, Balers,
Telehandlers, Mini
diggers, Skid Steers
as well as ploughs,
mowers, rakes and
tedders.
We have many
demonstrator
machines and offer
excellent finance
packages on many
of our machines,
so give us a call

Designed for today’s modern
farmer. With luxurious comfort,
the T6 Dynamic Command, 4
cylinder models are the most
efficient in their segment with 9%
lower fuel consumption. Equipped
with up to 16 led work lights to
turn night into day for 24 hour
productivity. it also comes with
Intelligent Trailer Brake technology
145/158 hp Max Lift Cap 5284 kg
The T7’s offer sophisticated
features that are easy & intuitive
to access, by the Sidewinder 2
armrest, where all key controls are
accessed from the armrest. The T7
has the quietest cab, all round
visibility , as well as improved
stability, faster travel, better
comfort and greater performance
165/180 hp, Max Lift Cap 8257kg

Forage Equipment
So many different mowers are
available for you to choose from.
Plain Disc Mowers, compact side
mounted, side mounted, centre mounted,
front mounted, mower conditioners. With
working widths from 1.66m up to as much
as 9.50m for butterfly mowers.
Call our sales team,

This Tedder shown features an
exceptionally powerful driveline
concept, a strong and sturdy
design, ready to perform perfectly
in all crop conditions, paired with
compact transport dimensions.
It has a central adjustment for
border spreading keeping the
crop inside the field.

Kverneland offers several compact
single rotor rakes, designed for us
eon low horsepower tractors and
they have working widths of 3.204.70m, they also have curved tine
arms for cleaner raking
performance

We have various models in stock from each of the
Kverneland Ranges (Cultivation, Seed, Feeding etc) so give
us a ring with your requirements and let us find that
machine for you

Features include: Panoramic high visibility windscreen, optimal
lighting day & night, comfortable cab, joystick on floating
armrest, wide choice of tyres, engine adapted to your needs,
automatic cleaning of the radiator, off road manoeuvrability, 4
steering modes (2/4 wheel drive, crab, manicrab) These great
features make your handling operations easier and help to
improve the productivity of your farm by optimizing your working
time and limiting investment costs.
DEMONSTRATION AVAILABLE

FBO 2800—FLAIL MOWER

Do you need a flail mower
to pair with your hedge/
verge trimmer now there’s a
Shelbourne solution for you

This topper can either be
front or rear mounted and
has a cutting width of 2.8m
with an overall width of 3m.
Designers & Manufacturers of Innovative Agricultural Equipment
Muck Spreaders, Hedge & Verge Cutters, Cubicle Bedders
& Diet Feeders also available

We are delighted to be working
with Slurrykat for our slurry
handling equipment

Mounted Reelers.

F5500 Heavy Duty Fixed
Chamber Round Baler with a 15
Knife Chopper Unit. Designed for
todays farmer & contractor, as it
has been kept simple and user
friendly
With features that include:

·
·

2.1 Metre Pick Up

·
·

Heavy Duty Rollers

Drop Floor Unblocking
System

High Quality Chains &
Bearing
Built to handle the toughest of
crops & conditions

Mchale Fusion
3 Plus is a
integrated baler
wrapper
consisting of an
18 roller fixed
chamber baler
and an
integrated
vertical
wrapping ring. It uses film on film technology
to apply film to the barrel of the bale in the
bale chamber. The Fusion 3 Plus is a fully
automatic machine which is controlled by the
Mchale iTouch Control Unit and has an inbuilt
camera to monitor wrapper operations.
McHale realised that changes in temperature
affected the chamber wrapping film, so they
patented a system which adjusts the breaking
force on the roll plastic in line with the
working conditions and allows for a
continuously variable stretch which can adjust
to changes in the day automatically

The Orbital Bale Wrapper is a high speed round
wrapper. It harnesses the proven vertical wrapping
ring technology used in the fusion to deliver a high
output, low maintenance wrapper capable of keeping
up with multiple balers. Fully automatic operation,
Proven & reliable Cut & hold system.
The 691– Round Bale Handlers are a Heavy Duty Handler
with rotating rollers that have tine
reinforcement. It can be used to carry one bale of silage
or spike two bales of hay or straw. Two
adjustable rollers powered by a double acting
hydraulic ram. Close to cradle & carry the wrapped or
unwrapped bale securely & safely.

Various sized tipping trailers available
and in stock from Fleming. All built
with over 150 years experience and
have a strong & sturdy structure.
Also their Agri Flatbed trailers, which
have sprung axles to allow for
smooth travelling.

Also in stock we currently have 2 x 25ft bale trailers from Smyth
Trailers, These are bespoke trailers, in New Holland blue, 25x8ft,
8stud Axle & a fixed Drawbar. More sizes due in, so call our sales
team to enquire, as stock wont last long

GROUNDCARE & GARDEN MACHINERY

Monday to Friday: 8:00 - 17:30
Saturday: 8:00 - 12:30
Sunday: Closed

New Summer
Opening
Times

